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From visitor reception to site access 

management, from building and 

infrastructure protection to ultimate 

secure storage for valuables, Fichet 

supports its clients in dealing with 

accidental or malicious threats - 

from standard to extreme levels - 

with devices certified to the highest 

European standards.

Fichet Group will 

showcase a dense and 

remarkable range of 

innovative high security 

solutions during this 

year’s New Security, first 

professionnal security 

exhibition in Belgium.



FICHET : FRENCH EXPERTISE IN INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION

Today, security is a strategic issue and a key to creating value 
for organisations. Building on its threefold expertise in building 
protection, secure storage for valuables and electronic security, 
Fichet designs certified active and passive protection solutions 
allowing its clients to live safely in a world of ever-changing 
physical and cyber risks.

Fichet Group relies on its own two production facilities located in 
France. This location is in line with our determined policy to help 
maintain an innovative and attractive industrial base in France. 
Thanks to these high-tech infrastructures, Fichet has full control 
over all processes (from product design to industrialization in 
compliance with ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001 standards).

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS TO SIMPLIFY SITE 

SECURITY MANAGEMENT

As a publisher and manufacturer of electronic security software 
and systems, Fichet offers open, ergonomic and cyber-protected 
solutions to facilitate site operations and respond effectively to 
threats: detect and qualify suspicious situations, manage accessor 
identities, while ensuring traceability of events and actions.

NEW DeTIS : Detect Trace Identify Secure

Fichet Group is launching its new unified security, access 
control and visitor management platform. Developed using the 
latest web technologies, this open and scalable system has an 
intuitive interface and can be installed, in a simple and secure 
way, locally or cloud-based. It natively meets all cybersecurity 
standards and can supervise all security devices operating on 
the same site.

TAILOR-MADE SECURITY DOORS, 

WINDOWS AND PARTITIONS TO PROTECT 

BUILDINGS

Fichet Group is the leading French manufacturer of security 
doors, windows and partitions. It offers an extensive range of 
armoured doors and partitions, security airlocks and modular 
spaces compliant with European standards and beyond.

DorTek : a range of high security doors and partitions

DorTek high security doors combine optimum protection 
performance with elegant design and ergonomics. Answering 
multiple risks, they deliver the highest levels of resistance against 
vandalism, burglary, armed attacks, explosives and fire.

Our MagTek range has now expanded to include glazed or 
partially glazed doors with a CR5 (high risk) rating and delivering 
perfect architectural integration.

The VulTek range of security doors offers tailor-made solutions 
providing high levels of protection against fire, burglary and 
armed attacks. VulTek+ A adds further performance with E60 (1-
hour) flame resistance and EI30 & EI60 fire resistance 
(30 minutes to 1 hour).

SECURE STORAGE SOLUTIONS TO PROTECT 

CASH AND OTHER VALUABLES

Fichet Bauche is one of the most prestigious brands in the world 
of security—with a history spanning two centuries. Its activity 
focuses on physically protecting valuables against unauthorized 
access, theft and fire. We manufacture and install extensive 
ranges of safes, fireproof cabinets and vaults. Our products 
are approved to meet the most stringent requirements set 
by European standards. All Fichet Bauche patented locks - 
mechanical or electronic - are certified by A2P as per EN 1300 to 
ensure your property and valuables are adequately protected.

This safe offers interior fittings designed for an easy and 
ergonomic use. Certified protection against theft (EN 1143-1, A2P 
Label, CI 0) and fire (EN 15659, ECB.S Label)

Fichet Bauche know-how and expertise are combined in this new 
range of dual protection safes resisting both burglary (Grade I 
A2P certification as per EN 1143-1) and fire (ECB-S certification as 
per EN 15659).

Fichet R&D has developed a specific composite material allowing 
this range to resist the highest risks and latest methods of attack 
for the following threats:

   Theft (Grade IV-VI certification by A2P and ECB-S as per EN 1143-1),
   Fire (Label S certification as per NT Fire 017 60 P),
   Explosives (Grade IV-VI certification by A2P and ECB-S as per EN  

     1143-1 EX).

This gathering of high performance and innovation brings 
Inviktus safes into line with the latest changes in today’s risk 
environment—while preserving the essential criteria of optimised 
volume and weight.

ABOUT FICHET GROUP

www.fichetgroup.com

Fichet Group is a French manufacturer with 200 years 
of expertise and history in high security. Our group 
designs and manufactures solutions for the protection 
of people, buildings and assets. Its offer includes a wide 
range of certified equipment for security doors, windows 
and partitions, secure storage, access control and flow 
management—wherever security is an issue.

Fichet Group is present in France (14 local agencies and 
2 production sites), Belgium and Luxembourg. It exports 
to more than 120 countries.wherever security is an issue. 
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Our market is becoming more and more complex—with 
ever higher expectations. Our choice is to position ourselves  
prominently as a manufacturer and to invest heavily in R&D 
and innovation. Our ambition is to become Europe’s reference 
medium-size company for this market.

“

Julien Laforets - President of Fichet Group

NEW MagTek A5-G doors for both high levels of 

break-in resistance and seamless integration

InviKtus : the only safe available with triple certification

NEW Helios : dual protection safes

Complice Style : a compact design safe !

EXCLUSIVE VulTek+ A with added fire resistance


